






1st of January - INTERNATIONAL WOMBAT  
 SOLIDARITY DAY. Every city to host its own     
  wombat party with tunnel-digging events,  
         Subterranean feasting & parades.

Born of the rain/Nés de la pluie. By Ody Saban

January.   'fares of aluminium dust falling into 
  laminated stomach of A brass violin rubbed into red ashes'
 -  Jayne Cortez, Into this Time (for Charles Mingus)



SURREALIST SAYINGS – new, used and re-conditioned

It’s Only January But I’m Already Aching to Start a Revolution
 (January 5th, 2020)

In a gilded mansion-cage a bird of many colours sings-
up feathers and bones, the bits and beaks
of birds that were too much, too good at being what they are
or else too terrible to be left to exist in eternal mediocrity.

It (the allegory you’ve inevitably already constructed in your mind)
calls to me nightly for me to dust off the vocal cords 
I’ve hidden in the back of a drawer and sing awake the terror
I keep losing sleep over. 

I say they are neatly tied and laid to rest 
among their siblings the phone chargers and broken earbuds.
I explain that some things are made to be adored 
from a distance, forgetting and negligence their own form of love.

The bird always asks to see the snake tongue my kind is known for
and I oblige — 
my mouth is a cherry pit when open
and a wound when closed, unpleasant
in all possible arrangements.

And I ask the bird: what can I give you —
And the bird is silent, pecking at the porcelain crack
that widens daily across my temple
in search of worms and loves and other such wonders.

– Margaryta Golovchenko



January 14th, the birthday of Victor 
Segalen. Poem by Allan Graubard

For Victor Segalen

Somehow
      In all that smoke and drift
      The piano at sea
      A slow trumpet
        Excavates its resonant lure
       As the sun sinks down 
                           into it

Peking, 1911
A solitary doctor
Burns into false eternity
      His image
      On the sky
And sweet oval
                            Waves
Lift from the street
      Below his window

Somehow he writes
      As if he were there, not here
      And on his neck
              Light lays its clarities
               And opacities

Then, now
   There, here

––Allan Graubard

UTOPIA DAY – a moveable 
celebration, to be discovered 
anew , reinvented and 
reinterpreted as required at any 
time possible. 
'A map of the world that does not 
include Utopia is not worth even 
glancing at, for it leaves out the one 
country at which Humanity is always 
landing. And when Humanity lands 
there, it looks out, and, seeing a better 
country, sets sail. progress is the 
realisation of Utopias.' - Oscar Wilde





26th January ...Life is unsatisfactory. Yet we are not resigned 
to it. We refuse to be fooled. We fear nothing: being 
misunderstood, being criticised, being labelled 'jokers', or 
'madmen', suffering, life or death – nothing. We are neither 
dreamers nor idealists nor unrealistic...Surrealism is an 
attitude of reaction, defance or distrust. A distrust of the 
illusory philosophies at the level of the naïve, a distrust of 
unctuous and sonorous morals... - Clément Magloire-saint-
aude (26th January, 1942)



Assembly of Surrealist Women: The Builders of an 
airy smile, Ody Saban

FEBRUARY,2020 – Season of prophecies, 
      groundhog tributes, recurrence, André breton 

& mysterious road markings

Prophetic drawing: 
And the Firmament-
Tears Slid Down 
the 
Mountains.According 
to my prophecy, "an 
army of celestial 
chickens [...] had 
originally slithered 
down the sides of the 
mount in the shape of 
frmament-tears in 
2019'. Dating back to 
2018, the (left) 
illustration is in fact
a prophecy of the 
prophecy. - Maurizio 
Brancaleoni









2nd of February – 'Recurrence,' for Ground 
Hog Day and my birthday. - Janice Hathaway



16th February 1896, 124th anniversary of birth 
date of André Breton

'I believe in the future 
resolution of these two 
states, dreams and 
reality, which are 
seemingly so 
contradictory, into a 
kind of absolute reality, 
a surreality, if one may 
so speak.' - André Breton

It was, apparently, by 
pure chance that part of 
our mental world which 
we pretended not to be 
concerned with any 
longer – and, in my 
opinion by far the most 
important part – has been 
brought back to light. 
For this we must give 
thanks to the discoveries 
of sigmund freud. - 
André Breton, from 
Manifesto of Surrealism



22nd of February, Luis Buñuel's birthday (1900).
                            - David Coulter

Luis Bunuel's birthday. Collage by David Coulter



tamped with unease, Iranian coffee, Chilean green grapes, 
she chews the envelope before it snaps under the rat trap
her body mounts the bike, her mind confuses
will with power.
her soul catches wind and stirs with the breakneck clouds

raging bandits veiled by wipers, blare their horns 
missin’ the yellow car-door-prize, she white knuckles it 
and skirts the splashing cyclists on bumpy brick-road 
never alone.
pedestrians on phones under umbrellas become race-markers 

A to B should be direct, but that’s not how things work 
the world robs you of what you can’t afford to lose
in the middle of nowhere ghosts whisper in her helmet
change route/ine.
forges small adjustments in her emotional tectonic plates 
 
traffic collects and tattooed vehicles cut her off
make her brake, rob progress. second hand squeezes tight
a red Haida Eagle symbol is stencilled on a van’s backend
“be here now”.

 ponders if the wooden overcoat in back is filled or not

drivers send pocket texts about the Hong Kong riots 
humming with fears that she’s taking too much space
what if she explodes on impact or has that organism 
she (wantonly) craves. 
Wonton Soup truck could overflow it comes so close 

one black lace unties to snake up, down, & round 
threatens to catch in the chain, throw her over bar 
she grits her teeth and attempts to tie a bow 
Blast Radio honks.
fumes from the Movie Popcorn creep up her nose

Ash Wipe Chimney Sweeps, Budget Burials, Cheaper & Deeper!! 
then I heart C ocks, 
she’s out of time - a blinking 12:00 on her phone’s screen 
Let’s Get Stoned Inc.
breathes burnt rubber thru mouth into her scarf

29th Februry, holy shit, what a ride a la 
hunter s. Thompson - Patricia L. Morris

“Until the lion learns how to write, every story will 
         glorify the hunter,” says an African proverb. 



Eggslut, Salmon Arm gooses her as she tightens strap
of I Love My Brain helmet
Stiff Nipples Air Conditioning Service is ahead of
G-Spot You Found It.
spreads her fingered gloves and passes Hand Job Nails & Spa 

its Feb 29, long & winding road leads to the consultation
she locks bike, helmet, wheel up the elevator
delivers damp envelope to android who asks, 
What’s the time? 
I’ve been asking all day, everyone gives a different answer

life’s journey is not to arrive at the grave safely
she demands, let me in behind that door 
holy shit, what a ride she skids in sideways shouting 
AFGO (Another Fucking Growth Opportunity). 
all’s not said nor done, take me through the other door

29th Februry, holy shit, what a ride a la hunter s. 
Thompson (continued)  Patricia L. Morris

Reverse horses tremble (digitally altered photograph)
                                    – Irene Plazewska



March, 2020.time of nature and its antithesis, 
abundance - crisis, reproduction - refusal of 
reproduction, ripening – decay,  gestation - Death, 
anthropocence- the anti-anthropocene

Assembly of surrealist women: Donations of donations will not 
be taken back./Assemblée de femmes surréalistes : Les dons de 
dons ne seront pas repris. By Ody Saban



The Gift to Nature – John Welson

3rd of March. Storyteller Day – when an object presents itself to 
you as one among three siblings, having either one, two or three 
eyes.On this day it is customary to meet up with your friends to tell 
stories about your found object (and its siblings) to each other

 – Stockholm Surrealist Group



Looking at the sun that bites with frozen teeth
I am throwing out my old French dictionary
Where tickle is translated chatouiller
Yes, it is International Tickling Day
But no one even knows about it
No one has arrived with a tickle delivery 
Probably I have to go out in the street
And ask some passersby to tickle me, please
Do not worry I am no ordinary pervert
I am a humble observer of tickling day
I even have blue surgical gloves with me
To be sure that you aren’t touching my skin
Have you ever tickled a surrealist poet?
OK! I am calling neighbors and friends
Come down and tickle me just a little
Finally decided to bribe a homeless man
But even he refused me straight away
I am getting bored, paranoia and a bit angry
Is this like a new phobia that I did not know?
What is the matter with these people?
Indifference breeds more indifference
Soon I will give up and go back to my lab
Going to invent a potion for mass-tickling
Authorized, guarantied, self-induced
Long live International day of tickling

-Valery Oisteanu

February 29thInternational Day of Tickling –
Valery Oisteanu

Pierrot tickles Columbine -  A.W.

Chimpanzee being tickled by carers



6th March, 2020 Surrealism: Wellspring of the 
Imagination - an evening of readings. 'Held as part 
of the Wellspring of the Imagination exhibition to 
highlight that Surrealism was a movement of poets 
eg. André Breton, Paul Éluard, Louis Aragon, 
Philipe Soupault - and that its key precursors were 
writers such as Lautréamont and Rimbaud - not a 
bowler hat or melting clock in sight!' - from the catalogue







8th March, Road Glyph no.5 by Tom Konyves

I am not good. I am not virtuous. I am not sympathetic. I am not 
generous. I am merely and above all a creature of intense 
passionate feeling. I feel – everything. It is my genius. It burns
me like fre. – Mary MacLane, the 'wild woman of butte'.

Crossing your abyss  on this wobbly line of ink –
if I slip, I’m bread.

I've stolen the yellow bird
Living in the devil's sex
It will teach me how to seduce
Men, deer, angels with double wings,
It will take away my thirst, my clothing, my illusions,
It will sleep,
But my sleep runs across roofs
Murmuring, gesturing, violently making love
With cats.
 – Joyce Mansour, Déchirures



9th March: "Steal the full moon" by Nelly Sanchez



'The mind believes what it sees and does what it believes; that is 
the secret of fascination.' -Antonin Artaud

The smile. - T.W





 March 25 – Hilaria. A roman Festival, 
predating april fool's day, honouring Cybele, the 

great mother.

Laughter restores the universe to its original state of 
indifference and strangeness: if it has a meaning, it is a divine 
one, not a human one. - Octavio Paz











25th of April. The remembrance of the stolen 
head of the mermaid. This day is celebrated by 
stealing a head and leaving a tail in its place. 

– Stockholm Surrealist Group Stockholm 
Surrealist Group











May 1st- international Workers Day – Day of 
Solidarity of the international working class. To be abolished on 
the success of global revolution

 MAY – a TIMe OF Revolutions, Uprisings, strikes, 
pickets, may poles, tubas, marvellous sea voyages 
dance, Hyenas, endangered species & outer space



MAY 4th



21st May, Endangered Species Day  -  Jesús Garcia 
 Rodriguez



Featherman by David Greenslade



26th May - birthday of Isadora Duncan, American dancer 
(born 1877; died 14th September, 1927) who turned the world of 
dance upside down, freeing classical dance from conservative 
restrictions, pioneering new techniques, styles and 
interpretations. A leading fgure of the modernist avant- garde, 
pioneering feminist and educator. 'The freest spirt in the freest 
body'.

'The wind? I am the wind. The sea and the moon? I am the sea and 
the moon. Tears, pain, love, bird-fights? I am all of them. I 
dance what I am.' - Isadora Duncan

You incite the unwavering exposé, hidden explications, the grace 
of agitation. A fnely tuned intervention. The rumor of other-
than, slipping raw data into fusion. Lucidity throwing mystery for
survival ... And the dead animals are the transparency of your 
skin.                  - J. Karl Bogartte 

Time fies like an arrow fruit fies like a banana. - Groucho Marx





JUNE – the twenty third week & hour.
 Escapes, anninversary of publication of 
Maldoror, Peachers & cream, winter/summer 
solstice.

“In the twenty third hour of the twenty third week,      
   the mountain fastnesses of the Maroons may be 

 glimpsed through the fog of our fears.”
– DOug Campbell

Week 23 is June 1 - 7 

  'At the Last Minute, and in the Nick of Time, the   
Possibility of Escape will Become plain.'

 - Doug Campbell



           Rusa/lka (June 3, 2020)

This morning all the waters of the world receded
and the seas burned

in rolling waves of playful 
painful 

yellow
hair, so tender all sunflowers self-uprooted 

to march in protest on the paint factories.
Demanding an adjustment of saturation levels.

Listen — 
you can hear jellyfish talk of bones 

as if they know their taste, comparing tonalities
of cracking to falling porcelain 

and glass 
and human 

hearts, hard at work as they write 
a hierarchy of pleasantness.

Sitting on the shore I dream of experiencing overwhelming awe
for a god I keep questioning,

who will appear to me later today in the form of a tiny
mermaid perched on the edge of a silver spoon.

And when she dives into a jar of jam of oceanic peaches
I’ll learn what it means to break open in the way of geodes

and all other ancient mothers who came before, writing the pitch
into the foamy tendrils lapping at my legs

– Margaryta Golovchenko

3rd of June.  Margaryta Golovchenko





June 18 - 150th Anniversary. Submission at the Ministry 
of Interior between June 18 and 25, 1870, of a brochure 
titled Poésies II signed by Isidore Ducasse. Printed by 
Balitout. Address of the “manager”: I. D., rue du 
Faubourg-Montmartre, 7 (Paris). - Bruno Jacobs

On the Global Day of Peaches and Cream, June 21st, we meet in the 
Snake Range of the State of Nevada to climb up to the Wheeler Peak. At 
13,000 ft. above sea level, all are encouraged to share the air and the warmth, 
as both will be in short supply in these regions, to make this celebration a 
success. We will be there to celebrate the disrobing of our ancestors’ 
(Bristlecone Pines) winter wear We will dress as and take on the attributes (as 
we decide them to be after an arboreal conference) of our favorite trees. As 
night descends, we each light a candle and get into formation to replicate the 
summer constellations. After each constellation is replicated, we refrain with:
From void …
A breath
A light
A rock
A stick
A tree
A stream
A paw
A foot
A view
A sight
A curse
A cure
A flight
A night
A fall
A sleep
From void…

We then toast with a special mushroom drink, the stars, the trees and the folk 
of all species. The night ends with a slow and quiet descent from the high 
climes of the arboreal gods to our rest in a cave in the bosom of the range to 
feast on Peaches and Cream.

 21st June, Global Day of Peaches and       
Cream, by Tony Roehrig



23rd June. Le Passé fuide / the fuid past. 
 – Dan Stanciu

Yet I am certain that should the world survive, others will be 
haunted in much the same way and dream similar dreams. This is my 
greatest hope if Eden is to be one day reconstituted.' - Rikki 
Ducornet, The Volatalized Ceiling of Baron Munodi

27th of June. The discovery of a new mushroom. In the 
Rheinland, an errant local woman comes upon a face in the 
forest clearing. Upon closer inspection, and much prodding 
with fngers and feet, the face turns out to be strangely 
elastic, its features two-dimensional. It is a mushroom. Having 
dug around the large fungus, the woman uncovers an 
unusually sprawling network of mycelium. Scientists are 
called to the spot and start conducting experiments. The 
mushroom, it turns out, is equipped with a distinct 
consciousness and emits hitherto unknown magnetic waves. It 
soon starts conducting its own experiments on the scientists 
and in the mushroom-human dialectic emerges proof of the 
truth of panpsychism.

 – Stockholm Surrealist Group



Political postures of nails, eyelashes and hair.  Postures 
politiques d’ongles, de cils et de cheveux.  By Ody Saban



July 3:  Day of the Bonfres 
         Leftover wood signage and fag shreds will be   

 set afame in a giant bonfre at which the newly   
 constructed xylophones will be wildly played by    
 All amidst ferce and uninhibited dancing and lavish 
 feasting on sumptuous delicacies in a bacchanal 
 lasting fromsundown to sunup. 

   Passport Burning Ceremony
       At the appointed hour, people will approach the fre to   

throw their passports into the fames freeing themselves 
of the chains of citizenship in a blaze of willful 
disobedience.

             
   Optional: National currencies, government-issued identity 

   cards, draft registration cards, rental leases, 
   Private property signs, no trespassing signs, birth 
   certifcates, and marriage certifcates can be added 
   to the confagration by anyone at any time.

JULY 1 – 4   FESTIVAL OF NO BORDERS
  Continued

JULY 1st.

   I propose July 1 
as  

    Day of the 
Octopus!  

       Octopus         
     Picnic & rallyin  

Madison, WI.    

- Penelope 
 Rosemont



 July 4:         Day of Erotic Revelry. 
          
 SCHEDULE:

   Morning: Watering down of the embers of the 
   previous night’s bonfre

          Afternoon: Spreading the ashes out to dry and  
   then dying them in a wide assortment of  

          delightful colors.
    evening  
    Phoenix Celebration:  participants cover their naked
    bodies in  colored ash and engage in private and public 
    forms of con-sensual erotic play with all involved 
    Madly taking fight in a rising swirl of converging 
    libidinal energies.  - ron Sakolsky 



'In the morning, in a weather veiled and soft; a door that 
reaches to a kind of perfection, Sablons street 7. And all 
of a sudden it half opens and closes on this young woman 
who could be the famous promise of happiness.'
       – Paul Nougé (in German occupied Belgium) 

Photograph, Bruno Jacobs

23rd July, Photograph and Quote – Bruno Jacobs 

A man (sic) will be imprisoned in a room with a door that's unlocked 
and opens inwards; as long as it does not occur to him to pull rather 
than push. - Ludwig Wittgenstein

'The most beautiful ambition of the human is... to know the 
unknowable. Art is the only, current, access road toward this other 
enticing world.' - Suzanne Césaire (1941)



23rd of July. The sun, miniaturized to enter a 
lighthouse, follows an automaton up a helical 
staircase to the sky at dawn and descends a mirroring 
staircase at dusk. To avoid the sun’s radiation we take 
the opposite stairs at dusk, but cross paths harmlessly
—its bright orb casting no heat inside. We are here to dream 
in common.

 - Paul McRandle

collage-multimedia, by T.W.



JULY 27th, 2020 - Outbreak of revolutionary 
surr-animals. Total derangement of the species.

   - Steven Cline



July 27 - Bugs Bunny's birthdAy! The world's 
greatest rabbit debuted in his frst cartoon short 
“Wild Hare,” directed by Tex Avery.  July 27, 1940

When the Nucelotide Enters the Seventh House, Tim White



AUGUST – A time for mad love, anteaters on 
motorbikes, the pythoness,  objective chance, 
silence, obscure inventions,propehcies of 

icecream and run away moons

Crazy love captive and drunk./ L’amour fou captif et ivre. 
By Ody Saban

1st AUGUST - Polyamorous Mad Love Day: Towards 
a world of lovers negating national boundaries.
                            – Craig Wilson

'May you be loved to the point of madness'. - André Breton, 
L'Amour fou/ Mad Love



August 1 - day of the Anteater! Anteaters to 
surround Dallas Tx. on motorcycles. Will send 

   more info soon. - Penelope Rosemont

 Nighttime is the stillness of a costume, the spinning of a   
     web, polishing the blade of a knife, sign-language of         
  attraction and hesitation. A beehive inventing vowels out of   
   honey. -The Image Precedeing the Word, J. Karl Bogartte

Domestic harmony 101 – Tim White



'Air, in its natural state, constantly secretes pepper which makes
                   the whole world sneeze – benjamin Péret



8thAugust -  Objective Chance Dance - celebrating
 objective chance using found objects, music and sounds,     
hallucinatory movement and collective choreography
 home-made instruments, improvised costumes.

 torn street poster

While the night is scattered through tremulous and ... 
Abalone flls what recedes to engage your own light-years 
spinning bodily-wheeling passing through ... fabling 
checkpoints for the woman in the mountains. The almost 
never arrives, the blinding fssures, the scavenging image 
outlasting its wings. The stumbling puma the prey of the 
sorceress when what persona falls by the wayside, while 
the telling intercepts, the scaffolding enhances the desert 
fower. The cornea rolling around each promontory you 
tend to shake the whirling rattle-wielding contentment. 
 - The Image Precedeing the Word, J. Karl Bogartte



15th of August, 1.51 pm  by Christopher Thurlow

'Always the mongoose and never the ten pin bowling alley.' - IDIOMS FOR IDIOTS

'Be open minded but not so open minded your brains fall out.' - Groucho Marx



August 31st  -    Appearance of a gothic-noir surrealist 
cinema evoking the shadow tradition in cinema and art. 

BY Doug Campbell

August 31, 2021 PROPHECY: Moon Absconds -  The 
moon will fail to appear. Astronomers discover it has 
moved on and settled into orbit around Venus where the 
views and company are more genial.



1st September - Derive Day: Wander your town, city 
or rural surroundings and document your discoveries.   
 –  Craig Wilson

Assembly of surreal women playing with Kous letters./Assemblée de femmes 
surréalistes jouant avec des lettres Kous.  Ody Saban

SEPTEMBER - a time for wandering, ancient fre  
gods, the barley harvest, dreams,  Wanderings & 
investigations, shadows and leaves, rhinoceroses 
and felines 

Object relations by Tim White



Your reach passes mine – Irene Plazewska

22nd of September – Autumnal equinox, northern hemisphere



Prophecy
Sunday 13th of September.On that day, the moon will 
fall on the earth and the dinosaurs will rise up from 
their graves. – Th.D.Typaldos

20th of September. A gravitational pull changes all 
shadows to egg-shaped leaves. 

  – Stockholm Surrealist Group

18th September. Sanculottide – The Sansculottide 
or the Celebration of the Revolution. No fancy 
pantaloons needed for these street-fghting 
liberators. Let them relax and turn their minds from 
the jeunesse dorée and other contingents of the 1%. 
Perhaps tomorrow when they wake the streets will be 
red with virtue and poppy petals. But always they will 
be called to turn the wheel. 

– Nicholas Alexander Hayes

Torn street poster



OCTOBER

October 1st, 2020 - Exquisite Crops: Game for 
an Almanac. On October 1st, 2020, the night of the 
full moon, we predict that the following surrealist 
crops will be ready for harvesting. See below for 
their name, some common household usages, and a 
detailed botanical illustration, all derived by chance 
agrimantic methods. - Jason Abdelhadi, Sa’ad Hassan 
and Patrick Provonost, The Ottawa Surrealist Group

The Withering Bansheewheat - used in 
shepherd's pie to add piquancy or placed in a 
backpack so that your homework will do itself.

The Withering Bansheewheat -  used in shepherd's pie to add piquancy or 
placed in a backpack so that your homework will do itself.

OCTOBER – Days of surrealist crops, CLaude 
Cahun shedding of skins & gender 
transformation, of masks, waxing and 
waning moon, graham chapman and 

     Strange ways of walking 



Toe Corn - Good for healing people with acute proficiency 
Of self-pleasure through breathing.

Chimichanga Stinkers - Superstition says this can make a cat 
grow feathers if you rub it on its eyes on the eve of St. Agnes.

OCTOBER



Fiddler’s Crawbane -Intoxication, euphoria and all combined 
physiological and psychological effects with no hangover if taken 
daily.

Luborius Birchbitchwood - Can be left above your garage to 
signal support for the use of guillotines or made into a tea that 
induces compulsive masturbation.



Supersulfurious Magenta Leaf - used to make musical instruments 
played exclusively with one’s ears.

throw off your old worn-out identity and 
become something else

3rd of October Shed-Your-Skin Day



10th – 23rd October – Waxing and waning of 
the half moon. This is an exciting and unusual question*, 
but it has to be the 'half moon on the 10]th Oct and the half 
moon on 23rd Oct and the waxing and waining of the new moon 
between these dates, that signifes to me the start of new 
hope. That was a beautiful question! – Sarer Scotthorne

*in response to the question what dates, times, seasons or         
      celebrations are important to you?

'...I know of a place in between between, behind behind, in front 
of front, below below, above above, inside insider, outside 
outside, close to close, far from far, much farther than far, 
much closer than close, another side of an other side... it lies 
out on the far side of music...that darkling plane of light on
 the other side of time, and it goes on going on beyond beyond... 
it begins at the bitter ends.'
– Bob Kaufman from All Hallows, Jack O'Lantern Weather, 
North of Time





Self-portras by Claude Cahun 

25th October - Claude cahun day. Commemorating
 the birthday of Claude Cahun  (25th October 
  –1894 -8thDecember 19540) painter, writer, sculptor,
 photographer, explorer of gender and sexual 

Identities.

What I see when you say earth (memento mori sculpture)
– Irene Plazewska

24th October - Walk Around Backwards Day: 
Practice walking around backwards to snap your mind 
out of habitual patterns. Don't hurt yourself.

  –  Craig Wilson



NOVEMBER – Season of Dreams, Nightmares, 
hallucinations, Death & Fertility 

       Dream sublimated and Festivals of terraces and 
workbenches/Rêve sublimé et Fêtes des terrasses et des    

         établis by Ody Saban

4th November - Gift Day: Give something away, make a 
free box in your yard or on a nearby street corner. –  
Craig Wilson

1st and 2nd November – Fête Gede, or, Festival  
of the Dead, Haiti. A celebration in honour of Gede, Loa 
of Death and Fertility. As well as Dead relatives and 
Ancestors. The celebration is marked by rituals, 
sacrifces and possession by the Loa.



"Hear your fate, O dwellers of the blinking Moon that bows before the 
depths 

Beware! 
A  palm hums crushing against the waves

*

The sky proceeds above its intellectual syndrome 
Resisting against a cyclopean decade

 for the vastness phases the temporary manifesto that shall vex thy 
shore

The mysterious outcome collects a gradual symbol before its collapse
This sick infrastructure stirs past the empirical wind...

*
(How can one's grace shine within a documented motif?)

*
A keyword objects as the emerging curtain refrains against the word
And the Moon, oh, the Moon orders the whirlpool to fiddle with the 

black unknown
for the whirlpool is now dry that had far more to reveal."

November 2020. Apogee of the Moon - A parallel 
prediction for November 2020 by Maria Brothers 

(Μαρία Α.)

Apogee of the Moon. by Maria Brothers (Μαρία Α.)



11th of November. A magnifcent boilersuit for the 
demented is created. It is frm and gives full stability to 
muscles and skeleton, yet it is very comfortable. The
suit has sensors that react immediately when the dement 
person is about to fall, creating a pressure that helps 
the person to regain his or her balance. The boilersuit
 is easy to wash and comes in a number of colours and 
patterns (the user can chose his or her favourite 
pattern).

– Stockholm Surrealist Group

  Flow chart by tim white

10th November. The Feast of Reason – The Feast of Reason 
marks the moment when we can see past theist terror to atheist 
comfort. This should be a moment of rest and equilibrium. Of 
course, theists have been gifted with the ability to terrorize 
without virtue. They will pelt the windows of the faithful 
faithless with pebbles until dawn. Pour a libation for Pallas and 
offer the corvid a morsel of carrion while you wait out the night. 

– Nicholas Alexander Hayes



       13th November at or around lunchtime.
The approximate anniversary of my birth will be marked 
this year by staring into your own or nearest accessible 
chimney .The feeling will be more honest if it is blocked 
and the fue leads to a walled up freplace, as we know a 
few breaths down the sooty aperture could ignite any 
left over vestiges of the last century. I am ignited like 
this every year on this date.  – Stephen Kirin

*NOTE - lots of chimney pots for staring into

18th of September. Each continent is split by a Bear-  
river. – Stockholm Surrealist Group



Some sweet love handles. / Quelques douces poignées
 d’amoureux. By Ody Saban

DECEMBER – SEASON OF Remedios Varo,
 invisible forces. Electric butterlies, Feast
 Of Fools, closings/endings & new beginnings



Ice Stream Rocks - John Welson

'...those who open themselves up, enraptured, to the essence of all 
things, ignorant of surfaces...enraptured by the movement of all 
things indifferent to subduing the world but playing the game of 
the world - Aimé Césaire



11th of December, Christopher Thurlow 
aka Philip Stranger

PROPHECY: 'This morning little orange-coloured fsh will
    circulate through the atmosphere'. - Benjamin Peret



16th December, Remembering Remedios 
Varo – Celebrated with Intimate gatherings in dark 
mysterious and magical forests involving various hermetic 
operations, rites, invocations and feasting. dedicated to the 
life and work of the great Spanish-Mexican artist.

 By invitation only.

'I do not wish to talk 
about myself because I 
hold very deeply that 
what is important is the 
work, not the person.'  - 
Remedios varo

With the invisible  violence of wind scattering clouds, but 
with greater delicacy, as If she painted with her eyes rather 
than her hands, remedios sweeps the canvas clean and heaps 
up clarities on its transparent surfaces. - Octavio Paz

Creation of the birds. by Remedios Varo



21st of december – Solstice / shortest day    
(northern hemisphere), longest day     

(southern hemisphere). Winter festivals
  and pagan traditions; summer holidays,        
  escape from work, gift giving, cultural 

celebrations, laziness etc. 

Closed, by Michael Vandelaar



The nights of December 26, 27 or 28 - the three 
days of the medieval Feast of the Fools 

– David Nadeau 

"Cassez l'archéomètre des malheurs/"Break the 
Archeometer of Woes".By David nadeau

Christmas was not like other holidays. It did not want to 
roam the streets. To dance on public squares,to ride 
wooden horses, to take advantage of the crowd to pinch women, to 
throw freworks in the face of tamarisks. It had agorophobia did 
christmas. What it needed was a whole day of fussing, of cooking, of
 scurbbing, of worrying
For-fear-it-would-not-be-enough,
For-fear-it-would-run-short,
For-fear-it-would be boring 

- Aimé Césaire, from notebook of a return to my native land

25th December

December 27th – 30th. While trying to decide on whether to
  kick or keep a habit, you realise there are things of greater      
importance as you become aware of whistlers in the canopy.

 – Ika Österblad



'Liberty my only pirate water of new year my only thirst
Love my only sampan boat
We shall slip our fngers of laughter and calabash
Between the icy teeth of the Sleeping Beauty in the woods'.     - 

– Suzanne Césaire

Certain denizens reappear in other conditions, 
pinpointing alternate stages of transparency. To form 
interruptions of continuous metamorphosis, from one into 
another into uttering others, exploiting the sensation of 
time moving through ... becoming outward objects of 
acclimatization. Passage tends to eclipse, for punishment of 
the wrong most beautiful the one who trembles for one of 
all the others who ... vase-like and no longer blind ... ever so 
slowly rotating damask of the invisible ones, flling in the 
blanks.                                                

 - J. Karl Bogartte, from THE IMAGE PROCEEDING THE  
 WORD 

 31st DECEMBER – 1st JANUARY – New Year's 
Eve through To New Years Day

Prophecy
New Years Day 2021. The global petro-military 
complex eats itself alive while shitting red-hot buttons 
of coal dust and nasal hair. CEO's, board members, 
executives of the oil conglomerate anfd their political 
factotums are made to dress as murderous clowns and 
dance atop active volcanoes while juggling live grenades.

What now? By Tim White



The Deer of Qumran 
heralds the coming of a 
new era for humanity. It is 
the era of no need for 
identifcations. The Deer of 
Qumran symbolises the eons 
long effort of animals to 
teach us this new way of being. 
We are starting to practice it 
as of the year 2020. 

– THEONI TAMBAKI

  NEW YEAR. The Deer of Qumran – Theoni Tambaki




